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1. Introduction and Motivation
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Tokamaks towards Electricity Generation
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JET and edge topology
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‘Gold standard’ edge modelling code
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Logical mesh mapped
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Design Challenge

‘O’ – parametric model, zero-
dimensional plasma surrogate

Simplified physical structure 
recognised – energy transport in 
turbulent core plasma, SOL, wall-
interaction, wall internals, cooling 
system etc. (incl. neutrons)

Core plasma modelled in 1-D (left), 
or edge plasma in 2-D (right), or 
combination.

Include uncertainty estimates (UQ) 
throughout. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.18856.67843
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http://dx.doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.18856.67843
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2. Plasma Modelling
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3i. Review 1992 - plasma equations

9
Arter 1995 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0034-4885/58/1/001
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Plasma Equations updated for 21st Century 

(simplified)
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, multispecies plasma with collisions, 
species labels a and b

, F = dA , Maxwell equations*

where  7-D Lie derivative of f(x7), 7-vector x7 = (x,v,t), in  flow 

u=u7 = (v,a,1), where a= qa/ma (E + v x B)

is

Lu f=u7.∇7f

Lu fa

*Arter et al, CEM 2004, pp189-190

http://dx.doi.org/10.1049/cp:20040504
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1995 review covered (to 1992), ordered approx. by time-scale : 

• Particle methods (PIC), 

• Fokker-Planck, 

• fluid models of drift waves, 

• fluid models of the edge, 

• (resistive) MHD.

Equations for plasma dynamics are advection-diffusion, plus 
elliptic equations for pressure, electrostatic potential/stream-
function/magnetic-flux-function depending on model.

Major development post ‘92 is in gyrokinetic phase-fluid 
modelling, average over gyro-orbit, 3d+2v type approximation.

“Stuff moves”

Cambridge October 201911
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“Stuff moves” 

3ii. Lie derivative of scalar

Cambridge October 201912

Introduce

L f =

Suppose solution x(s) to 
streamline equation

d x/ ds = u(x), then

L f =

So L f=0 implies f = F0(t − s) 

Observe  

1. L f =0  implies L F(f)=0,

For rapidly increasing f, try  monotone
F(f) = ln f/f0 or F(f)=tanh-1 f, else use 
for error control.

2. Easy to change to different, even t-
dep coordinate system
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Lie derivative of n-form

where α is a n-form and Lu denotes the Lie derivative w.r.t. u

Examples, formulation 1

Cambridge October 201913

Definition : suppose V(t) coincides with W(t) at time t 

Frankel “The Geometry of Physics” , CUP 2011
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Lie derivative, formulation 2, Lagrangian

Cambridege October 201914
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Formulation 3 Lie bracket
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• Highly conducting plasma  E=-u x B, plus Faraday’s Law→

Ideal MHD magnetic induction equation 

∂B/∂t=curl (u x B) 

• Introduce Lie bracket of B and u

[u, B] = -u.grad B + B.grad u

• Assume mass density ρ conserved, magnetic field evolves 

∂(B/ρ)/∂t = [u, B/ρ]                       (also 4-D conservation)

• Angular momentum balance for ω =curl u →             
(Potential-)Vorticity equation *

∂(ω/ρ)/∂t = [u, ω/ρ] -[J/ρ, B/ρ] 

*Arter 2013 PRL 110, 015004

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.015004
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Lie Bracket – numerics possibilities

Cambridge October 201916

• ∂C/∂t = [u, C] evolution results in frozen flux of C, Lie’s theory 
devised precisely for kind of result.

• Lie bracket has this same expression in any (reasonable) coordinate 
system

[u, C]ⁿ = - uⁱ∂Cⁿ/∂xⁱ+ Cⁱ∂uⁿ/∂xⁱ

• Nonlinear terms do not know about geometry, so easy to code 

(N.B.  ω = curl u, J = curl B do know about metric tensor gij ) 

• Alternatively, simple Lagrangian form can be used@

@Eastwood and Arter 1986 Numerical Methods for Fluid Dynamics II, pages 581–593

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/268756677_EPIC_-_Beyond_the_ultimate_difference_scheme
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3iii. Lie bracket for analysis: 

Lie-Taylor theory 

Cambridge October 201917

• Lie-Taylor Approach+: Taylor expand u and C in position, 
substitute in [u, C]ⁿ = - uⁱ∂Cⁿ/∂xⁱ+ Cⁱ∂uⁿ/∂xⁱ and collect 
terms proportional to:  const.,  xⁱ,  xⁱ xⁿ, ….

• ∂C/∂t = [u, C] becomes a set of ordinary differential 
equations for the time evolution of Taylor series coefficients, 
such as Ω(t), where 

u = Ω(t) . x

• Finite set of ODEs if both series stop at linear terms, i.e. 
terms in xⁱ @, get field evolution equation of form

• dΩ/dt= Ω*Ω of “linear fields”, may be singular in 
time, but…

+Arter 2017 PRSA 473:20160525,@Dungey “Cosmic Electrodynamics” C.U.P. 1958

http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspa.2016.0525
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Lie-Taylor surrogate for Burgers’ 

Equation

Cambridge October 201918

Simplest nonlinear model of 
flow u of fluid with viscosity ν:
∂u/∂t +Lu 𝑢 =ν ∂2 u/ ∂x2

Lie derivative of scalar Lu . = 𝑢𝜕/∂x

Shock formation solution plotted at 
sequence of times t (different 
colours) for

u(x,0) = sin (2πx) , 1/ν = 100

Uniform mesh, Periodic BCs
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Lie-Taylor surrogate for Burgers’ 

Equation 2

Cambridge October 201919

∂u/∂t +Lu u = ν ∂2 u/ ∂x2

Taylor expand in space variable x
u = U0 (t)+ U1 (t)x+…, PDE has term

(
𝑑𝑈1

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑈1

2) 𝑥 = 0

solution
𝑈1 = 1/(𝑡0 + 𝑡)

Lie-Taylor solution compared with 
PDE numerical solution as function 
of time for x=0.4, 0.26, 0.13

BUT  
𝑑𝑈0

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑈0 𝑈1 = 0

Only steady solution 𝑈0 = 0

Cf, Gluhovsky gyrostat, e.g. Gluhovsky & Grady 2016 Chaos 26,023119

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.4942586
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3. Plasma Edge Application
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Application : Heat Deposition at 

plasma edge

• Semi-empirical surrogate 
model: particle energy flows in 
SOL along magnetic-flux tube 
from outer midplane to 
(divertor) PFC 

• 2 or 3-parameter model: 

• Total lost power  Ptot

• Profile exponential decay    
length at midplane λq  

• (Profile diffusion into private 
flux region, Eich) σ

• Grazing incidence desirable 

21

Power density 

(W/sqm)  deposited 

on surface
𝑄 ∝ Ptot𝐁.n
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Midplane-PFC connection 
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Test for intersections 

with other 2 million 

triangles in model

SMARDDA-PFC software

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/abs/10.1063/1.4942586
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Fluid model of the edge : challenges

1. Interaction with neutrals 
leads to large sources and 
sinks of mass and 
momentum

2. Flow into engineered 
surface at approx. sonic 
speed

3. Magnetic field causes 
anisotropy

Two-degree incidence design
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2019.04.046

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2019.04.046
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4. Exascale Topics
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Plasma modelling at Exascale

Cambridge October 201925

Opportunity : current  code status –

Procedural, low order finite difference, loosely coupled, 
direct, single run on serial machines →

• Object-oriented

• hp-adaptive finite elements

• Tight coupling

• Sparse matrix by iterative multigrid solvers

• Inbuilt UQ by ensemble calculations or otherwise

• Exploit hierarchical architectures and/or GPU
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Hierarchical Approach

Global problem

Subdomain

Higher order 
element

Node

Cambridge October 201926

Preconditioners for mixed order
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Fluid model of the edge

Possible solutions 

1. Lie derivative (along B), cf. FCI

2. High order/spectral  accuracy

3. Include more physical effects, eg. kinetic/particle model (but 
will want reduced model, cf. design challenge)

Last (3) implies subdomains where plasma represented 
as fluid, as particles, as phase-fluid f(x,v,t). 

Velocity space dependence of f treated as moments 
(Chapman-Enskog) or by expansion in basis functions 
(e.g. Zhdanov).

Subdomains change with time, or model within 
subdomain may change with time…

27
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Described 

1. My explorations of Lie theory in the context of 
ideal MHD, application to tokamak core plasma, 
particularly surrogate models.

2. Tokamak edge modelling problem currently being 
addressed by Eurofusion E-TASC on European 
Boundary Code, particularly

i. Fusion-specific physical features

ii. Exascale, 7-D, 6-D,… connect with 0-D

Summary
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